
02112: "a bit hard to write down my dreams with all the traveling around and 

writing in my journal on the computer later in the evening which certainly erases 

a bit of juice from my subconscious but otherwise still manage to dream especially 

concerning my new relationship and maybe not really dreaming about myrthe yet but 

very  related  event  with  several  making  out  events  and  things  related  to  our 

experiences together but also with my parents and sister who i visit and her 

little kid anna and even beaver looking animals met on a walk" 

17030: "still in stockholm unemployed walking around the suburbian nature and 

getting much inspirations by the clouds seen many animals and natural figures but 

also robots and several times also roman soldiers"

01112: "a month of spring going much down with all my carpentering work and 

traveling for easter holiday to my family in italy there not doing much work but 

shop clothes with my mom and play much with my small nephew anna which i start 

really to like and then a weekend of love and total relaxation with my beloved 

myrthe being much taken care of by her sweet hands to then start teaching to more 

than sixty students at the university and there using whiteboard markers but also 

much my metro card to commute to my son with who i have also played particularly 

in  the  science  museum  followed  by  another  week  with  my  girlfriend  in  the 

netherlands relaxing and lastly in new england where one weekend was spent pruning 

trees and cleaning up my greek friend and his boyfriend land down a creek in 

vermont aside for heavy filming in my old city of cambridge"

15037: "a pretty clean air month spent mostly in sweden with the bad weather 

keeping me and my friend davide mostly inside but then also very clean air in 

warmer netherlands with myrthe and much more polluted air in boston where i got to 

a conference and to take some time off walking allot and thus being very exposed 

to the much traffic and gasses particularly when walking along the charles river 

mostly by conjestions of new cars"

12068: "still allot of minor killing in the middle east but also allot of media 

attention with a bombing in boston which only killed three but nonetheless took 

over all the news despite the hundreds dying for instance in bangladesh with a 

building collapse"

04037: "traveling to my love myrthe and feeling very happy with her and then also 

back home with davide my very old good friend coming to see me after years on the 

road in asia and giving me much inspiration and then traveling again to america 

but there getting melancholic revisiting the place i used to explore with my kid 

but  then  chatting  of  an  on  with  myrthe  and  gaining  more  happiness  and  even 

managing to contact august via internet and talking to him as well"

16048: "initially in sweden with a very dreadful weather and quite cold but still 

at times some sunny days  spent with davide after work playing in the park with 

august who took out his bike and later traveling over sea to new england in my old



city of cambridge where this part was actualized and here finding an amazing 

weather like during a weekend in vermont with perfect blue sky and walking much 

around the city otherwise till the beginning of a conference with much colder but 

still nice weather and then again some heat to finally end up in new york city 

with rain and even thunder storms"

05047: "incredibly a lot of walking first some bit in stockholm with davide but 

then all alone walking and re-exploring all directions of the great boston area 

starting from panagiotis' place in the middle of harvard and walking often down to 

my old mit campus in east cambridge and over to the places i used to explore with 

august as much as taking many of the walks i use to do with him also in new york 

walking over both brooklyn bridge and then in the evening with jason also down to 

manhattan and with jason also taking a nice walk in prospect park and alone aside 

from the usual broadway and despite the weather re-exploring central park through 

the wilderness feeling like a scotish exploring the highlands in search of the 

sound of a pipe"

18044: "a lot of time spent out now with the coming of the spring and much more 

wind  rising  with  the  changing  of  temperatures  in  stockholm,  admesterdam  with 

myrthe and in boston where the long walking got me very exposed although the days 

of very strong wind were just a few particularly out on mount auburn cemetery from 

the top of the tower overlooking the boston area but also at my departure walking 

with the trolley to the subway and less so with the artificial wind created 

between the downtown blocks"

11078: "picking trash mostly in sweden with the snow melting but also shortly in 

the netherlands but not so systematically due to the fact that i was with myrthe 

and  then  more  systematically  in  america  walking  the  small  towns  surrounding 

boston"

11079: "once again walking around the places i used to explore when living in 

boston and finding many of the usual lottery and other trash often abundant in 

destitute areas where people try to change their luck but also many fliers once 

again in new york city around broadway despite the rain and some fliers inviting to 

stripteases but mostly musicals"

03_057: "songs heard again while training and then also in berlin at the radio in 

the hostel while having breakfast and at home at my parents and some also for the 

first time in utrecht played with myrthe at her brother house not to mention that i 

have also started to be aware of these songs that i spontaneously sing almost in 

voluntary  thus  treating  the  subconscious  as  not  me  but  someone  else  singing 

although this process of distantiation can be tricky"

13072:  "in  stockholm  from  the  beginning  filming  around  the  little  city  of 

södertälje where i live and later going to my parents in italy filming around at 

parks and a bit in the city to then got to utrecht for the first time together



with myrthe and filming on my way to her brother and in a beautiful day walking 

with her and her nephew to then make it back to stockholm and filming alone or 

with jacek or august mostly from the south of town from an elevated ridge from 

which the north of the city can be visible"

13073: "in stockholm and then filming also a bit in admsterdam and back in 

utrecht but moderately spending more romantic time with myrthe and later back to 

stockholm exploring a bit with davide before leaving for boston and filming quite 

allot throughout the city exploring all the surroundings i used to explore as well 

as some new places"

06027:  "running  now  a  bit  more  often  outside  with  the  good  weather  and 

particularly after going to america and buying new running sneakers with special 

support for my left feet rolling a bit inward and a global positiong system watch 

which has finally allow me to run outside of confined perimeters and more wherever 

i want keeping a set distance and testing this in cambridge where this part of the 

project  started  along  the  charles  river  motivated  by  many  other  runners  and 

continuing this practice in my stockholm suburb with the nice weather"

10052: "at my new work taking portraits of a few new colleagues but really not 

compromising my professional situation and keep a bit of a distance to them and 

thus as i would not friend them on a social media profile i also don't get in to 

photograph them but instead being out at a gallery event in the boheme part of 

town and meeting up with old friends and the danish artist working really hard on 

her animation piece and getting really moved of my compliments but also a special 

dark hair swedish who has been hiking with his australian wife down to odessa and 

doing very spiritual work in nature and then also a young and a bit naive london 

painter aside for my colleagues like my office mate roman from ukraina who is 

quite a nice fellow and a russian girl speaking italian and quite an athlete when 

it comes to cross country ski but even the lesbian maria who is a empowered 

feminist and dresses with all very femelish stuff for sure getting a like of it 

but also getting a like in being totally open minded and telling me of all her 

masturbation time thinking of her professors and in the same lines the austrian 

based italian artist valerio who got a projection of a slick comedy on his naked 

ass and revealed himself later to me to be homosexual this along with a super 

boring and naive and plain swedish curator who i will meet even later without 

recognizing him"




